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Greek bonds plunge due to election fears
December TLTRO take-up disappointing, ECB balance sheet shrinks

Main market events
Peripheral markets struggled this week, as fears of early elections in Greece flared up. Bunds
rallied in this environment, also due to the large drop in the oil price. Spreads on 10-year bonds
from Spain and Italy rose by ca. 20 basis points. Spanish bonds have returned 15.1% year-to-date,
Italian bonds 14.3% and Irish bonds 13.6%.
ECB
Banks took only EUR 130bn of 4-year loans at the second TLTRO. As banks also repaid EUR 40bn
of old 3-year loans, the ECB’s balance sheet increases only by EUR90bn, less than the market had
expected. This increases the pressure on the ECB to buy government bonds as well.
Greece
Greek Prime Minister Samaras has brought forward the Presidential elections. The first round will
take place on December 17. If no candidate gathers the required majority by the final round on
December 29, parliament will be dissolved and general elections will take place late January.
Markets reacted negatively to the possibility of near-term elections as the Syriza party is currently
heading the polls. This party wants to restructure the Greek government debt again. It also vows
to undo several of the reforms and austerity measures implemented under the Troika program.
Greek bonds plunged, with the yield on 3-year Greek bonds spiking to nearly 11%.
S&P
S&P downgraded Italy’s sovereign rating from BBB to BBB-, the lowest investment grade rating,
but with a stable outlook. S&P at the same time upgraded Ireland by one notch from A- to A.
Robeco Euro Government Bonds
We remain positive on peripheral bond markets as fundamentals are improving and the ECB’s
policy remains very supportive. Peripheral bonds remain attractive amidst the search for yield.
We increased our overweight in Irish debt as Ireland has the best fundamentals of the peripheral
countries. We maintained our overweight positions in Spanish and shorter-dated Portuguese
bonds. We prefer Spain to Italy at similar spread levels based on better economic fundamentals.
We reduced exposure to the periphery in November in anticipation of wider spreads, so we use
the recent market movements as an opportunity to gradually add to our periphery exposure.
Peripheral bonds make up 51% of the fund, half of which Italian. Year-to-date the fund’s absolute
performance is 12.75%*, helped by the strong performance of periphery bonds.
* Robeco Euro Government Bonds, gross of fees, based on Net Asset Value, YTD December 11, 2014.
The value of your investments may fluctuate. Past results are no guarantee of future performance.
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Current spreads and the movement over time
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Country allocation Robeco Euro Government Bonds (December 12, 2014)
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Please find the “Important information“ on the next page.
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Important information
This publication is intended for professional investors. References to specific securities are not to
be considered recommendations. RIAM may or may not hold referenced securities. It should not
be assumed these securities will or will not be profitable. Robeco Institutional Asset
Management B.V. (trade register number: 24123167) has a license as manager of UCITS and AIFs
of the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets in Amsterdam. The prospectus and the Key
Investor Information Document for the Robeco Funds can all be obtained free of charge at
www.robeco.com.
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